ABSTRACT. A Borel equivalence relation on a Polish space is countable if all of its equivalence classes are countable. Standard examples of countable Borel equivalence relations (on the space of subsets of the integers) that occur in recursion theory are: recursive isomorphism, Turing equivalence, arithmetic equivalence, etc. There is a canonical hierarchy of complexity of countable Borel equivalence relations imposed by the notion of Borel reducibility. We will survey results and conjectures concerning the problem of identifying the place in this hierarchy of these equivalence relations from recursion theory and also discuss some of their implications.
(this defines the concept of hi-reducibility) and IJRf. However, it is not hard to see that the Borel cardinality of V is bigger than that of the continuum. Let = x be the identity relation on the Polish space X. So I =rn; Is is the Borel cardinality which naturally represents the classical cardinality of the continuum.
Fact. (=·r) >s (=rn;).
PROOF. It is standard that there is a perfect set of pairwise Turing incomparable subsets of N, so (=R) <5_s (=r) . If on the other hand f: 2N ----> lR is Borel and Turing-invariant, i.e., x ='I' y ====? f(x) = f(y), then for each Borel set A ~ JR, f-1 (A) is a Turing-invariant Borel subset of 2N, so it has measure 0 or 1. It follows that, for each n, the nth digit in the decimal expansion of f(x) is fixed on a set of measure 1. So there is a Turing-invariant Borel set of measure 1 on which f is constant, therefore f cannot be a reduction of =r into =R· Thus An example of a universal countable Borel equivalence is given by the orbit equivalence relation of the shift action of F 2 , the free group on two generators, on 2F 2 given by One of the intriguing implications of the conjecture that =r is universal concerns the existence of unusual functions on the Turing degrees. Recall that we call
for all x 1 , ... , Xn E 21\1, where [x] r is the Turing degree of x E 21\1. A pairing function on vis a bijection (,) :
Fact. If =r is universal, then there is a Borel pairing function on V.
which shows that there is a Borel pairing function on V. 0
The well-known Martin Conjecture (or the 5th Victoria Delfino problem), see
Kechris-Moschovakis, Eds.
[KM] or Slaman's list, item 2.2, seeks to classify definable functions on V, asymptotically, i.e., up to identification on a cone of degrees.
One part of the conjecture asserts, in particular, that if a Borel f :
:_don a cone. We can now easily see the following:
Fact. If =r is universal, then Martin's Conjecture fails. 
Some more questions and answers
There are of course several other notions of equivalence and degree studied in recursion theory, and similar questions and conjecture can be considered for them too. We will concentrate here on one of the finest, recursive isomorphism, and one of the coarsest, arithmetic equivalence.
Let Soo be the group of permutations of N, and let Sr be the subgroup consisting of all recursive permutations. We let =r denote recursive isomorphism for subsets of N. Via our identification of P(N) with 2N, we have for x, y E 2N:
X =r y {==} ::lnESr (x o 7r = y). THEOREM 3.1. (Slaman-Steel, unpublished There is one last problem related to Theorem 3.2, that has further interesting implications.
First recall that an action of a group G on a set X is called free if g · x 'I x for any x E X and g -1 lc. Also recall from §2 that every countable Borel equivalence relation is induced by a Borel action of a countable group G. From considerations in ergodic theory, it turns out that it is not always possible to find a free such action that induces it; see Adams [A]. It has been observed though that every known example of a countable Borel equivalence relation E, which cannot be induced by a free Borel action of a countable group, admits an invariant Borel probability measure (measure for short). (A measure is invariant for E if it is invariant for any Borel action of a countable group that generates it.) It has in fact been conjectured that this is always the case. In other words, a countable Borel equivalence relation which does not admit an invariant measure can be induced by a free Borel action of a countable group.
By using the arguments in §2 of Dougherty-Jackson-Kechris [DJK] and a theorem of Nadkarni [N] , it can be seen that this last assertion is equivalent to the following:
( t) There is a universal countable Borel equivalence relation, which is induced by a free Borel action of a countable group.
We return now to Theorem 3.2. We have that =~ is induced by the following Borel action of Sr on NN:
This action is not free, but its restriction to
is. It is natural to conjecture that Theorem 3.2 can be strengthened to the statement that ( =r) I[N]N is universal. If this turns out to be the case, this will also prove ( t).
Some proofs
We will give here our proof of Theorem 3.2 (and a related result PROOF. To explain the basic idea, consider a countable infinite group H and fix a one-to-one enumeration H = { hn : n E N} of it. Then any ha E H corresponds to a permutation a E Soc given by ha(n) = hnha (the right regular representation).
Fix also a bijection(,): N 2 --+ Nand let 1l'a E S= be defined by 7ra((n,m)) = (a(n),m).
Now given an action (h, x) f--7 h · x of H into a space of the form XN and the corresponding equivalence relation EH' define the function f : xN --+ xN by After appropriately choosing H, X, and the action of H on X~'~ (so that at least EH is universal), we will modify f(x) to f*(x) E (X*)~'~, for some X*, by encoding in it some further information, so that even if f(x) =~~ f(y) via some 7f E H' \ H 0 we can still conclude that xEHY· In particular, although the X we will start with will be finite, this encoding will require X* to be infinite. Moreover, we will be forced to restrict the x's to some subset of X~'~, say Y ~ X~'~, so we will also need to make sure that E H rY is universal. We will now implement this idea. We fix some notation first: For any X and countable group G, we have the shift action of G on X 0 given by
Then we have HOW MANY TURING DEGREES ARE THERE?
This induces for any subgroup H ~ G an action of H on X 0 and we denote the corresponding equivalence relation by E (H, X 0 ) . If G is infinite, fixing a one-to-one enumeration of G, we can view this as an action of H on X~'~. Now fix a one-to-one enumeration {gn : n E N} of the free group F2 on two generators, with g 0 = 1 where 1 is the identity element of F2. Define ii and Ira as above by the formulas 9a(n) = 9n9a and Ira( (n, m)) = (ii(n), m), and let So = { 7f a : a E N}.
If {gn : n E N} and (,) are chosen appropriately, then So is primitive recursive.
Fix also any countable group S such that B-x -;;:> S -;;:> S 0 ; we will show that =~ is universal. Say S = {Pi : i E N}. We can now easily define nY), m;i) E N for i, j E N such that:
c 1 2 lS a , t en nm<'l = nj . J Also, for the free group Fk with k generators and g E Fko mE N, let Bk(g, m) be the ball of radius m around g in the tree of Fk; i.e., Bk(g, m) is the set of all products gh where h is a word in Fk of length at most m. Now consider the shift action of F 2 on gF 3 (9 is a large enough number here) and the Borel set A ~ gF 3 defined by yEA{=} \li\lj [[(g (iJ·y) IB3(1,m 1 (i))=(g C•l ·y)IB 3 (1,m 1 (i))] ==?
where 1 is the identity element of F 3 .
LEMMA 4.2. E(F2,9F
3 )1A '5:.B (==:~).
PROOF. Fix an injection c from the countable set Um 9 83 (l,m) to N. Now m) ) encodes the values of 9n · x at the ball of radius m around 1 E F 3 .
In particular, x*((n,m)) encodes (i.e., uniquely determines) m as well. (If we were to take f(x) as in the intuitive explanation in the beginning of this proof, then f(x)( (n, m)) would be just 9n · x(pm), where {Pm : m E N} is a one-to-one enumeration of F3.)
We claim that
which completes the proof.
{=:Say now 1r E Sis such that y* = x* on, i.e., y*((n,m)) = x*(n((n,m))). Since x* ( ( n, m)) encodes m, it follows that there is a function n' : N ---+ N such that n((n,m)) = (n'((n,m)),m) for all nand m; that is, the second coordinate is left fixed by 1r. (Note that all 1r a have this property, of course. By our encoding we have forced any 1r as above to have it as well.)
We now have two cases: 
but we also have yiB3(1,mJ+ 1 ) -(g (iJ · x)IB3(1,m 1 + 1 ), and m 1 We will assume this and complete the proof.
PROOF OF LEMMA 4.3. Let {a 1 ,a 2 } be the generators of F 2 and {a 1 ,a 2 ,a 3 } the generators of F 3 . Define f(x) for x E 2F 2 as follows:
(ii) If g = ha3P g', with h E F 2 , p > 0, and g' not starting with at
It is easy to check that f is one-to-one and preserves the action of F 2 • So it remains to verify that f(x) EA. So fix i, j with
nJ+l since i,j were arbitrary, f(x) EA.
D
It remains to prove the sublemma.
PROOF OF SUBLEMMA. View F 2 as a rooted tree in the usual way (1 is the root of this tree, and there is an edge between g and gai for any group element g and generator ai)· Thus x E 2F 2 is a labeling of this tree using labels 0,1. Similarly We conclude with another application of these ideas. For a countable group G consider the shift action of G on X 0 . We call x E X 0 a left-free point if for all distinct g,g' E G there exists hE G such that x(hg) =f. x(hg'). We call x E X 0 a right-free or just free point, if for all distinct g,g' E G there exists h E G such that x(gh) =f. x(g' h) ; equivalently, g · x =f. g' · x for g =f. g', or simply g · x =f. x for all g =f. 1 0 . Denote by LF the set of left-free points and F the set of free points. Note that LF and F are Borel G-invariant subsets of X 0 . If G is abelian, clearly LF = F. But LF and F are very different for free groups in the following sense.
THEOREM 4.4. The equivalence relation E(F 3 , 4F 3 )f LF is universal for count- 
